In general style Doddington Court (1926) obviously relates to a number of "Courts" and "Mansions" in Durban, e.g. King's Mansions, Acutt Street, and South Beach Mansions, Prince Street. The fact that Doddington Court draws the eye of the observer more than its sister-buildings do is due mainly to two factors: firstly its situation — on the proud Esplanade; secondly its finish — brick honestly exposed. (And what delightful brickwork it is!)

When I settled down to sketch Doddington Court from across the Esplanade, it came as a complete surprise to find protective entity. The open plan, the idea of integrating in the dark confront the visitor/intruder and command respect for the privacy and security of the inmates. Untraditional, of detail, but above all to its oblique positioning, as if it had been forced to fit in between the formidable Willern Court and the drum of Gainsborough Court, although in fact both its neighbours are more recent, 1938 and 1929 respectively. Possibly it was initially intended to face both Broad Street and Victoria Embankment from a corner site it considered.

Possibly it was initially intended to face both Broad Street and Victoria Embankment from a corner site it considered its own. Neither pedestrian nor passenger would therefore in passing get a full frontal view of it.

"Shorthand" sketch to indicate position between Gainsborough Court and Willern Court and the three-dimensional qualities of the facade, obvious when viewed from directly across the Esplanade.

The brick and tile structure of Doddington Court reminds one of the domestic architecture of people like Philip Webb (1851—1915), Norman Shaw (1831—1912), Charles Annesley Voysey (1857—1941) and Edwin Lutyens (1869—1944), in England — which confirms my contention that often styles from overseas took approximately three decades to gain currency in our country. In their famous country houses — and in Doddington Court — the over-all impression is one of mass rather than space; and if of space, then of space contained.

The next sensation is that of preciousness: the solid wainscoting in the dimly lit foyer; a tripartite bay-window with inviting nooks above a wooden window-sill at least 50 cm wide is the gem of the first floor landing; the window of the top landing, evidently intended to form a focal point, is the crowning glory of the house, the apex and the climax of the steep ascent. The decorative designs worked into both windows are elegant editions of Art Nouveau — a style that flourished briefly about the turn of the century (1890—1910) in revolt against eclecticism in all the arts. These windows reminded me of others I had noticed, at Durban Girls' College and at the boutique "Feathers" in Salisbury House, Durban.

An "antique" or "period" quality is lent to Doddington Court by the medallions with which the facade is studded, and by the arch-and-column components of the three upper balconies. Wall-cresting as a means of decoration dates back to the ancient Assyrians, e.g. in the Palace of Sargon at Khorsabad (722—705 B.C.); metal rosettes punctuated the vaults of the "Treasury of Atreus" in Mycenae (c.1325 B.C.). In Renaissance Italy glazed terra-cotta medallions were placed in the spandrils of arcades, e.g. on the Doges' Palace, Venice (1449—1500). This is the arrangement of the plaster medallions on Doddington Court. Arched window-openings divided by one or two columns have been a common feature of important buildings through the ages, the design of the arch often acting as a significant indication of a culture or a religion.

A delightful detail is the paving bordering on the municipal pavement. Its modest appeal lies in something natural between regular and irregular, something with a human touch, man-made.

A sophisticated finishing touch: two metal plates left and right of the entrance to display its title. (The initials on the edifice appear to be the elegant signature of the anonymous architect.)

(Above sketches)